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2024 

Price list FUN Diving and Courses  
 

FUN Dive                                                                                     per dive 
 

Single dives 48 € 
 

6 dives and more 45 € 
 

Guiding up to max. 40m, per person + 10 € 
Refresher dive + 25 € 
Nitrox filling 28% in Hyères and 32% in St Tropez For FREE 
Night dive Boat + 25 € 
Course-, training-dives. Without complete course + 45 € 
 

Additional Services                                                                    per dive 
Service charge Rubis, Togo, Espingole, Traffic, Donateur, Le Grec, 
Barges au Congres, Avions, Torpilleur, Ramon Membru, 
Poursuivante, Night dive Beach (not guided) 

10 € 

Daytrip Port Cros (2 Dives)  
Departure La Capte – Hyères - Giens 
Departure Ramatuelle 

 
20 € 
30 € 

Tank filling air if not diving with us (if diving with us tank filling is included) 1 € / L 
 

Prices include: Boat transport, dive tank, tank filling with air or NITROX in St. Tropez and Hyères! 
A medical certification not older than 12 months has to be provided! (Local price ca. 35,- €).  
The reservation is binding.  
In case of cancellation less than 24 hours before the start of planed dives/excursions, the dive centre 
will charge 100% of the total amount of the reservation.  
 

Equipment rental (only in combination with a dive at our centres)    per dive 
Dive equipment BASIC complete (per dive + piece) 
(excluding computer, lamp, signal-buoy, knife…) 
From 6 times rental (per dive) 

20 € 
 

16 € 
Regulator, BCD/Jacket, wetsuit, torch, computer (per dive + piece) 
From 6 times rental (per dive + piece) 

8 € 
6 € 

Signal buoy, knife (per dive) 2 € 
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Diving for beginners 
 
Discover Scuba Diving & Snorkelling (from 8 years) 
Discover Scuba Dive Beach,    Theory and dive about 30min 39 € 
Discover Scuba Dive Boat        Trip about 2 hours 99 € 

Discover Scuba dive Beach + Boat 130 € 
Discover dive boat, family package 
From 4 people, from the same family, per person! 

90 € 

Snorkel trip Boat (about 2 hours) 49 € 
 

A medical certification is NOT necessary! 
Prices include: Boat transport, dives, dive tank, basic equipment, theoretical introduction. 
A medical certification not older than 12 months has to be provided! (Local price ca. 35,- €).  
The reservation is binding.  
In case of cancellation less than 24 hours before the start of planed dives/excursions, the dive centre 
will charge 100% of the total amount of the reservation.  
 

Complete Dive Courses CMAS 
 

Beginners: Full dive Courses CMAS / VDST  
KIDS Dive license, «Bronze, Silver or Gold» 
8 – 14 years, including 3 dives 349 € 

Dive course VDST 1* CMAS  
From 12 years, including 5 dives 799 € 
 

Prices include:  
Boat transport, dives, dive tank, basic equipment, theory, exams, books and certification. 
A medical certification less than 3 months has to be provided! (Local price ca. 35,- €). 
The reservation is binding.  
In case of cancellation less than 24 hours before the start of planed dives/excursions, the dive centre 
will charge 100% of the total amount of the reservation.  
 
 

Advanced Dive Courses CMAS / VDST  
Dive course CMAS SILVER – 2*  
6 dives 729 € 

Dive course CMAS GOLD – 3*  
6 dives 729 € 
 

Prices include:  
Boat transport, dives, dive tank, basic equipment, theory, exams, books and certification. 
A medical certification less than 3 months has to be provided! (Local price ca. 35,- €). 
The reservation is binding.  
In case of cancellation less than 24 hours before the start of planed dives/excursions, the dive centre 
will charge 100% of the total amount of the reservation.  
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Dive Courses PADI 

 
 
Beginners Dive Courses PADI  
OPEN WATER OWD or JUNIOR OWD  
From 10 years, including 6 dives 799 € 

SCUBA DIVER or JUNIOR SCUBA DIVER 
From 10 years, including 4 dives 449 € 

Upgrade SCUBA DIVER to OWD 
From 10 years, including 3 dives 399 € 

 
Prices include: Boat transport, dives, dive tank, basic equipment, theory, exams, books and  
PADI certification. 
A medical certification less than 3 months has to be provided! (Local price ca. 35,- €). 
The reservation is binding.  
In case of cancellation less than 24 hours before the start of planed dives/excursions, the dive centre 
will charge 100% of the total amount of the reservation.  
 

 
 
Advanced Dive Courses PADI  
AOWD or JUNIOR AOWD 
5 dives 599 € 

RESCUE DIVER without EFR 
4 dives 599 € 

 
Prices include: Boat transport, dives, dive tank, basic equipment, theory, exams, books and  
PADI certification. 
A medical certification less than 3 months has to be provided! (Local price ca. 35,- €). 
The reservation is binding.  
In case of cancellation less than 24 hours before the start of planed dives/excursions, the dive centre 
will charge 100% of the total amount of the reservation.  
 

DIVEMASTER 
(according to agreement) 1690 € 
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Special Brevets 
 
Special Brevets CMAS / VDST / PADI  

Speciality Number of Dives Price 

NITROX 1  199 € 

NITROX 2 4 dives 449 € 
Buoyancy in perfection 2 dives 249 € 
Deep diving 4 dives 449 € 
Wreck 4 dives 449 € 
Orientation 3 dives 399 € 
Drift 2 dives 249 € 
Group leader 4 dives 449 € 
Night diving 2 dives 299 € 
 
 

Prices include: Boat transport, dives, dive tank, basic equipment, theory, exams, books and  
PADI certification or VDST certification. 
A medical certification less than 3 months has to be provided! (Local price ca. 35,- €). 
The reservation is binding.  
In case of cancellation less than 24 hours before the start of planed dives/excursions, the dive centre 
will charge 100% of the total amount of the reservation.  
 
 

 
Furthermore… 
 
 NITROX/EAN 32 FOR FREE in St. Tropez & Hyères!  

Other mixtures, on request. 
 

 VIP Service on request (Boat service, personal Diving, Yacht pick up Service…) 
 

 Daytrips from St. Tropez and La Capte/Hyeres to National-Park “Port Cros” 
 

 Dive packages are applicable in the 2 dive centres. 
 

 Internet packages have to be booked and paid 4 weeks before arrival. 
 

 For discover scuba diving a medical certification in NOT necessary. 
 

 Group packages on request! 
 

 

 Dive packages booked in advance with special rates, cannot be refunded 
(weather conditions, sickness, etc.). 

 

 Reservation compulsory. In case of cancellation up to max. 24 hours before the 
start, the diving centre requires 100% of the total amount of the reservation.  

 

 All prices in EURO and per person. 
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